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Abstract: To achieve rapid real-time transient stability prediction, a power system transient stability
prediction method based on the extraction of the post-fault trajectory cluster features of generators is
proposed. This approach is conducted using data-mining techniques and support vector machine
(SVM) models. First, the post-fault rotor angles and generator terminal voltage magnitudes are
considered as the input vectors. Second, we construct a high-confidence dataset by extracting the
27 trajectory cluster features obtained from the chosen databases. Then, by applying a filter–wrapper
algorithm for feature selection, we obtain the final feature set composed of the eight most relevant
features for transient stability prediction, called the global trajectory clusters feature subset (GTCFS),
which are validated by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. Comprehensive simulations
are conducted on a New England 39-bus system under various operating conditions, load levels and
topologies, and the transient stability predicting capability of the SVM model based on the GTCFS
is extensively tested. The experimental results show that the selected GTCFS features improve the
prediction accuracy with high computational efficiency. The proposed method has distinct advantages
for transient stability prediction when faced with incomplete Wide Area Measurement System
(WAMS) information, unknown operating conditions and unknown topologies and significantly
improves the robustness of the transient stability prediction system.

Keywords: transient stability prediction; trajectory clusters; support vector machines; feature
extraction and selection

1. Introduction

With the expansion of the scale of the power grid and the implementation of mixed transmission,
the dynamic characteristics of the power system have become more complex. Meanwhile, these
factors highlight the importance of power system stability analysis and control. The transient stability
analysis methods can generally be divided into time-domain simulation methods, straightforward
methods based on the transient energy function [1], extended equal area methods [2] and data-mining
methods [3–16]. However, the traditional methods, like the time-domain simulation and transient
energy function methods, have some disadvantages, such as requiring accurate parameters and
information about the network configuration during the fault and being time consuming.

In recent years, researchers have paid increasing attention to machine learning techniques for fast
online transient stability assessment. The rapid spread of Wide Area Measurement System (WAMS)
deployments has made machine learning-based methods more applicable. Using offline learning on the
measured dynamic responses or simulation database, useful information can be extracted to represent
the relationship between post-fault variation and the system stability status. Thus, online stability
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prediction can be achieved. For instance, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been proposed as
a promising approach to solve complex power system protection and control problems instead of
simulating the power system equations for transient stability assessment (TSA). These approaches can
quickly obtain a nonlinear mapping of the relationship between the input and the output data and can
obtain approximate solutions of power system’s differential equations [4]. There are two ways to use
ANNs for power system TSA: as a regression function to predict the transient stability degree [5,6],
such as the critical clearing time and system stability margin, and as a classifier to directly classify the
system into either stable or unstable states [15]. There are many different types of neural networks,
such as Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network (MLP NN) and radial basis function (RBF) NN, which
can be used in different applications.

In [7], the application of decision tree (DT) theory based on the R-Rdot strategy was proposed for
loss of synchronism detection. The same technique has been used in [8] for wide-area response-based
control using synchronized phasor measurements.

Compared with other methods, such as neural networks, support vector machine (SVM) has
multiple merits. It can handle problems of high dimensionality in restricted training samples, and it
has promising computational capabilities. Further, it has great generalization ability. Reference [17]
proposed an SVM classifier and a set of pre-identified voltage variation trajectory templates to predict
the transient stability status. The measured bus voltages were compared with the templates to evaluate
a fuzzy membership that indicated the similarity between the measured voltage variations and the
templates. The similarity values were input into the trained SVM to make the classification.

Reference [18] proposed an SVM classifier that differed from [17]. The classifier directly used sampled
values of the measured voltage magnitudes at the generator buses. Thus, it is simpler and slightly faster
than the method proposed in [17,19]. Furthermore, the paper investigated the effectiveness of alternative
inputs, namely, the center of inertia rotor angle and rotor speed measurements, to predict the stability.

Transient stability can be considered rotor angle stability; the post-fault generator terminal voltage
variation has no direct correlation with rotor angle stability. However, the methods proposed in [18–21]
are based on the terminal voltage amplitude as the input. The selection of the terminal voltage as the
input for prediction has not been thoroughly discussed. Moreover, if the original data of the WAMS
system are incomplete, such as due to communication errors or parts of the signal channel being
jammed, these methods may fail. Reference [22] studied data mining for the characteristics of fuzzy
multidimensional time series data and noted that in multidimensional time series data, the relationship
between data collection and the overall characteristics reflect the key information of the data sets.
Therefore, the extraction and selection of the wide-area fault features that are closely related to the
system transient stability are of great importance.

In this paper, a novel method is presented to build a transient stability classifier based on a new
feature extraction and selection approach. This approach utilizes geometric measures of the post-fault
trajectory clusters of rotor angles and generator terminal voltages to define 27 global cluster features
to improve the prediction performance of the constructed classifiers. In the first stage, our proposed
method is based on the selection of the most relevant extracted features via the filter–wrapper technique.
The RELIEF algorithm [23] is used as a filter. The details of the RELIEF algorithm are elaborated in
Section 2.3. The construction of the classifiers is based on SVMs. Additionally, this classifier can return
a confidence score for each prediction by modifying the SVM implementation. Then, we use the area
under the ROC curve (AUC) [24] to evaluate the SVM models to determine the optimal feature subset
that represents the most relevant features of the TSA problem. We call this optimal feature subset the
global trajectory clusters feature subset (GTCFS). Then, the stability prediction models are constructed
based on the obtained GTCFS. In the second stage, comprehensive simulations are conducted on
a New England 39-bus system under various operating conditions, load levels and topologies, and the
transient stability predicting performance is tested. The proposed stability classifiers based on SVM
and GTCFS are verified to possess excellent prediction accuracy with high computational efficiency,
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strong generalization ability to unknown load levels and topologies, independent of the system scale,
and great robustness to incomplete WAMS information.

This paper is arranged as follows: the introduction is given in Section 1. The details of the proposed
methodology are presented in Section 2. Then, simulations and a discussion of the performance of the
proposed method are provided in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the concluding remarks.

2. Methodology

2.1. Observations on Post-Fault Trajectories

In machine learning, the attributes are required to fully reveal the characteristic differences
among input samples. However, the most confusing characteristic is the subjectivity of the attribute
extraction. In previous studies, several electrical variables, such as post-fault variations of rotor angles,
rotor speeds, and voltage magnitudes, have been used as the indicators of stability. The inputs to
the intelligent classifier were directly sampled values of these variables. Reference [18] selected all
the perturbed generator voltage amplitudes as the initial inputs, so the number of inputs increased
exponentially with the number of generators, which caused difficulties with online applications.
However, in practical application, regardless of the type of electrical variables used as the input, if the
measurements of some generators are missing, the input data channel is incomplete, and the mapping
output may have large deviation from the actual result.

Taking the New England 39-bus system for example, several transient stability simulations have
been performed. One stable case and another unstable case were obtained. The selected cases are
two special cases that are close to the critical stability boundary. The time-domain variation of the
generator rotor angles is shown in Figure 1a. One sampling value was recorded at each cycle by a PMU
device, and the rotor angle trajectories of the first thirty sampling cycles after the fault cleared were
observed. In the actual situation, some PMU information may be missing due to communication failure.
When the trajectories of Generator 7 and Generator 10 are missing, the corresponding variations are
shown in Figure 1b, which shows that if these two trajectories are missing, the stable and unstable
trajectories are nearly mixed, especially for the first 15 cycles. Therefore, if these trajectories are
selected as the input to construct the classifier, it would be difficult to correctly determine whether
they are stable.

If we examine some of the overall features of the whole trajectory clusters (as defined in
Section 2.2), for example, the dispersion degree of these 10 trajectories, interesting results may be
obtained. The dispersion variation of the 10 trajectories and the 8 trajectories without Generator 7 and
Generator 10 are shown in Figure 2a,b.
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Figure 2 shows that even when these two trajectories are missing, the dispersion of the two
categories can be distinguished. Moreover, if we only use the first 15 cycles of sampling data, it
is not misclassified. Therefore, by comparison of Figures 1 and 2, we can assume that the overall
features of the whole trajectory clusters have outstanding advantages over the time-domain trajectory
vectors themselves for the transient stability prediction problem. The merits are based on three factors:
(1) The overall features of the trajectory clusters have more comprehensive and global information
than single trajectory vectors; (2) the overall features used as the input of the classifier have better
computational efficiency, independent of the system scale; and (3) if part of the information is missing,
the overall features are still effective for stability classification; however, the classifier based on the
trajectories themselves may lead to incorrect classification results.

2.2. Trajectory Clusters Feature Extraction

Through observations of a large number of rotor angle and voltage magnitude trajectory curves,
some overall features could be constructed to find the global and essential characteristics of both the
rotor angle and the voltage magnitude trajectories. In this paper, several new features are defined
based on the geometric attributes of trajectory clusters, which are shown as follows:

1. Basic cluster features

Trajectory clusters can be represented by
{

xij
}

m×n, where m represents the number of generator
terminal voltage magnitudes or rotor angle trajectories, and n is the number of samples. The arithmetic
mean of the trajectory cluster can be defined as:

cj =
1
m

m

∑
i=1

xij (1)

The degree of dispersion is defined as the mean of the squared Euclidean distance to the mean:

dj =
1
m

[
m

∑
i=1

∣∣xij − cj
∣∣2] (2)

The upper and lower envelopes are defined as:{
max(xj)

}
, j = 1, 2, ..., n,

{
min(xj)

}
, j = 1, 2, ..., n (3)
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The mid-range is defined as:

mcj =
1
2
(max(xj)−min(xj)), j = 1, 2, ..., n (4)

2. Gradient and curvature features

The gradient of the trajectory clusters is the first-order derivative of the basic features and can be
defined as:

rj =
1
h
∣∣xj+1 − xj

∣∣ , j = 1, 2, ..., n− 1 (5)

where h is the time sampling interval, which can be set to 1 to simplify the calculation.
The curvature of the trajectory can be defined as:

Cj =
1
h2

[
m

∑
i=1

(xi,j−1 − 2xi,j + xi,j+1)
2

]1/2

, j = 2, ..., n− 1 (6)

Similarly, the gradient or curvature of the arithmetic mean, degree of dispersion and envelope
can also be defined. When the curvature of dispersion or the envelope is calculated, Equation (6) can
still hold when m = 1, and m no longer represents the generator number but the number of trajectories.

3. Acceleration features

The acceleration features are the second-order derivatives of the basic features. The acceleration
of the trajectory clusters can be defined as:

acj =
1
h
[
rcj+1 − rcj

]
, j = 1, 2, ..., n− 2 (7)

where rc is the gradient of the trajectory clusters.
There are 27 cluster features defined in this paper. The feature definitions are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Description of the 27 extracted trajectory cluster features.

No. Description No. Description

F1 Arithmetic mean F15 Gradient of the envelope height
F2 Degree of dispersion F16 Trajectory curvature
F3 Upper envelope F17 Curvature of the arithmetic mean
F4 Lower envelope F18 Curvature of dispersion
F5 Mid-range F19 Curvature of the upper envelope

F6 Difference between the upper
envelope and arithmetic mean F20 Curvature of the lower envelope

F7 Difference between the lower
envelope and arithmetic mean F21 Curvature of the mid-range

F8 Envelope height F22 Arithmetic mean variation acceleration

F9 Difference between the arithmetic
mean and mid-range F23 Dispersion variation acceleration

F10 Gradient of the arithmetic mean F24 Upper envelope acceleration
F11 Gradient of dispersion F25 Lower envelope acceleration
F12 Gradient of the upper envelope F26 Mid-range variation acceleration
F13 Gradient of the lower envelope F27 Envelope height variation acceleration
F14 Gradient of the arithmetic mean - -

As shown above, we provided a sufficient number of features for the prediction problem.
Nevertheless, some features may be redundant for a certain dataset. In practice, the number of features
be as small as possible. Thus, in a previous stage of the process, a feature selection method is applied
to select the minimum optimal set of characteristics. The specific approaches are presented below.
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2.3. Feature Selection: RELIEF Algorithm

In machine learning theory, filtering out irrelevant or redundant features can greatly improve the
learning performance of classifiers. This reduction in the number of features, also known as feature
selection, allows for better training efficiency by reducing the search space for most of the parameters
of the model [25,26]. The smaller the number of features, the easier the final prediction model is to
process and interpret. In our specific case, we are interested in studying which of the 27 initial features
are the most relevant to predicting the transient stability status. Two general approaches are commonly
applied in the machine learning literature for feature selection: filter selection methods and wrapper
selection methods. In the filtering approach, feature selection is performed as a preprocessing step
prior to the learning algorithm. This preprocessing step measures the general characteristics of the
training set to select the most important features and to discard those that are irrelevant. In contrast,
wrapper methods use the machine learning classification model itself to extract the relevant features.
This entails a much greater computational cost since for every subset of features selected by the
method, the whole classifier has to be optimized and evaluated again. In this study, the following
hybrid method is proposed, combining the advantages of both approaches.

A filter feature selection algorithm called RELIEF [23] was applied, which proved to be very
simple and efficient for evaluating feature qualities. The key idea of the RELIEF algorithm is to estimate
the quality of features that have weights greater than the thresholds using the difference in the feature
value between a given instance and the two nearest instances (called HIT and MISS). In the RELIEF
algorithm, the first step is to randomly select an instance and find the nearest instance that belongs to
the same class (nearest HIT) and the nearest instance that belongs to a different class (nearest MISS).
The second step is to calculate the differences in features between instances and update the weights.
The features with weights greater than the threshold are selected as relevant features. The pseudo-code
of the RELIEF algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Pseudo-code of the RELIEF algorithm.

Input: for each training instance, a vector of attribute values and the class value
Output: the vector W of estimations of the qualities of attributes
1. set all weights W[A] = 0;
2. for i = 1 to m do begin
3. randomly select an instance Ri;
4. find nearest hit H and nearest miss M;
5. for A = 1 to a do
6. W[A] = W[A]− diff (A, Ri, H) /m + diff (A, Ri, M) /m;
7. end;
8. end;
9. The selected feature set is { i|W > τ}, where τ is a threshold.

We assume that examples R1, R2, . . . , Rm (line 3) in the instance space are described by a vector
of attributes Ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , a (line 5), where a is the number of explanatory attributes labelled with
the target value τj, j = 1, 2, . . . , m. The examples are therefore points in the a-dimensional space.
Ri (line 3) represents the cluster features calculated based on Table 1 but not the original variables.
For that purpose, given a randomly selected instance Ri (line 3), RELIEF searches for its two nearest
neighbors: one from the same class, called the nearest hit H, and the other from a different class, called
the nearest miss M (line 4). The distance between two instances is calculated based on the Euclidean
distance. The quality estimation W[A] is updated for all features A depending on their values of Ri, M,
and H (line 5 and 6). If instances Ri and H have different values of feature A, then feature A separates
two instances with the same class, which is not desirable, so we decrease the quality estimation W[A].
In contrast, if instances Ri and M have different values of feature A, then feature A separates two
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instances with different class values, which is desirable, so we increase the quality estimation W[A].
Function diff (A, I1, I2) (line 6) calculates the difference between the values of attribute A for two
instances, I1 and I2. For numerical attributes, it was originally defined as:

diff (A, I1, I2) =
|value(A, I1)− value(A, I2)|

max(A)−min(A)
(8)

2.4. SVM Classifier

SVM is a classification and regression paradigm that was developed by Vladimir Vapnik [27,28].
The SVM approach is popular in the literature related to classification and regression problems because
of its good generalization capability and its superiority over other machine learning paradigms.
SVMs were originally designed for binary-class classification; hence, it is straightforward to use this
paradigm for the prediction of the power system transient stability status.

Consider a training data set of N points (xi, yi), i = 1, ... , N, where xi ∈ Rn is an n-dimensional
input vector and yi ∈ R is the associated output value of xi. The aim of SVMs is to construct
a separating hyperplane as the decision surface that divides the set of examples such that all points
with the same label are on the same side of the hyperplane. Meanwhile, the margin of decision
boundaries is optimized.

SVM expresses the classification output in terms of a linear combination of examples in the training
data, in which only a fraction of the data points, called support vectors, have nonzero coefficients.
The support vectors capture the critical information to construct the hyperplane using the training set.
In its basic form, an SVM classifies a pattern vector X into classes based on the support vectors xi and
their corresponding classes yi as:

y = sign

{
M

∑
i=1

αiyiK(xi, x) + b

}
(9)

where M is the number of support vectors; K( · , ·) is a symmetric positive-definite kernel function that
can be freely chosen and subject to fairly mild constraints, i.e., the Mercer conditions. The parameters
αi and b are determined by a linearly constrained quadratic programming (QP) problem, which
can be efficiently implemented through a sequence of smaller scale, sub-problem optimizations or
an incremental scheme that adjusts the solution one training point at a time. Most of the training
data xi has zero coefficients. The nonzero coefficients returned by the constrained QP optimization
define the support vector set. In general, for mass nonlinear and inseparable data, αi and offset b of the
Lagrange multipliers are calculated by solving quadratic Equation (10) with constraints (11):

min
N

∑
i=1

αi−
1
2

N

∑
i,j=1

αiαjyiyjK(xi, xj) (10)

s.t.
N

∑
i=1

αiyi = 00 ≤ αi ≤ C, i = 1, . . . , N (11)

The SVM prediction model is built on the structural risk minimization principle, which equips
the model with greater generalization ability. SVM can map complex nonlinear relationships between
the input and output. Additionally, the learning process focuses on those operation points near the
decision boundary. Therefore, it is suitable for TSA. Furthermore, the kernel computation of SVM only
involves inner products of the data vectors in the feature space. Thus, fast training results are obtained
even with a large number of input features. The SVM classifier was implemented using the LIBSVM
toolbox [29] in MATLAB.
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The most common SVM kernel in the literature is the Gaussian or RBF kernel [27], which is
defined by:

K(x, xi) = exp(−γ||x− xi||2), γ > 0 (12)

where parameter γ > 0 controls the region of influence of every support vector.
The SVM training requires optimization of αi and b of the hyperparameters of the model, which

are typically estimated by grid-search and cross-validation [30]. For the RBF kernel, hyperparameters
C and γ must be optimized. The training process comprises a grid-search to find the best values of
parameters C and γ. The grid-search procedure is time consuming, whereas the training of an SVM with
modified parameters (C and γ) is fast. For example, when 10-cycle samples of generator rotor angles
were recorded, using a MATLAB toolbox implemented on a PC with Intel Core 2 2.6-GHz processor
and 4 GB of RAM, the training process took approximately 3.5 s. Therefore, in practice, if parallel
computing is used to obtain the optimized parameters, the computational costs can be minimized.

We also utilize a confidence score to measure the confidence of the prediction results.
The confidence score is the absolute difference in the probabilities returned by SVM for each sample.
For this binary classification problem of transient stability prediction, two probability values that
represent the chance to be a member of the two categories are provided after the SVM training process.
A sample is classified as positive or negative according to its highest probability. The details of how to
obtain the probabilities of the multi-class classification can be found in Wu et al. [31]. In this binary
classification problem, given observation x and class label y, we assume that the estimated class
probabilities µij = P(y = i| y = i or j, x) are available. The class probabilities are estimated by rij:

rij = P(y = i| y = i or j, x) ≈ 1

1 + eA
∧
f+B

(13)

where A and B are estimated by minimizing the negative log-likelihood function using known training

data, and
∧
f is the decision values of these training data. In Zhang et al. [32], the fact that the

SVM decision can be easily clustered at ±1, making the estimated probability in (13) an inaccurate
classification, is recalled. Therefore, five-fold cross-validation to obtain the decision values is conducted
for the experimental results. The next step is to obtain pi from these rij by solving the following
optimization problem presented in Wu et al. [31].

2.5. AUC Based Global Trajectory Clusters Feature Subset (GTCFS) Method

To determine the most suitable number of features to build the transient stability prediction
model, classifiers with different possible feature sets are evaluated. The feature sets are generated
according to the ranking of features returned by the RELIEF algorithm in Section 2.4. The receiver
operation characteristic (ROC) curve is proposed to evaluate the designed SVM confidence score for the
reference dataset. The ROC curve represents the sensitivity with respect to (1-specificity). In machine
learning, the AUC is widely used for model comparison and feature selection: AUC is equal to the
probability that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher than a randomly
chosen negative one. Moreover, it has been theoretically proved that AUC is more powerful than
accuracy for discriminating classification systems [33–35]. The AUC value of a classifier equals the
probability that a randomly chosen positive instance will be assigned a larger score than a randomly
chosen negative instance. For example, given a classifier whose AUC value is 0.85 on dataset D,
for a randomly chosen positive instance x1 and a randomly chosen negative instance x2 from D,
the expected probability that x1 will have a higher score than x2 is 0.85. After an SVM classifier is
generated, the confidence score of xi, which indicates the confidence that xi belongs to the positive
class, can be obtained. Then, AUC can be calculated as:

AUC =
∑xi∈class(1);xj∈class(2) s(xi, xj)

P× N
(14)
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where s(xi, xj) is defined as:

s(xi, xj) =


1 i f h(xi) > h(xj)

0.5 i f h(xi) = h(xj)

0 i f h(xi) < h(xj)

(15)

where h(xi) is the confidence score of xi. Additionally, although the accuracy (or total misclassification
error) is a common performance evaluation index for classification algorithms, it has several
deficiencies, such as sensitivity to the class prior distribution and misclassification costs, and ignoring
the posterior probability and ranking information obtained by the classification algorithms. In contrast,
the area under the ROC curve measures the classification performance across the entire range of class
prior distributions and misclassification costs, as well as the probability and ranking performance.
Moreover, in the study of power system stability, the number of unstable cases is much smaller than
the number of stable cases. Thus, there is a large imbalance in the available historic database. The AUC
statistics can solve the problem of imbalanced data sets, while accuracy may be invalid. Therefore, the
AUC approach is required for in this research.

After the RELIEF algorithm is conducted on the reference dataset, a feature subset containing N
features is selected. Then, a subset composed of the first n (n = 1, 2, ... , N) features is taken as the
optimized candidate. The AUCs of the candidate subset and of the whole N selected feature set are
then calculated. The AUC of the candidate subset with the first i features is denoted Ai; therefore, AN
is the AUC of the whole feature set. Then, the value of |Ai − AN | is calculated each time i is updated.
When |Ai − AN | is less than the threshold value, the prediction model established with this feature
subset is considered to be a suitable subset that is comparable to the subset constructed by the whole
candidate feature set. Meanwhile, the number of this feature subset is minimized. The optimized
subset determined by this procedure is called the GTCFS. Therefore, the prediction model based
on GTCFS has as good performance as the whole selected feature set; however, the computational
complexity and time consumption are significantly reduced.

2.6. Overall Transient Stability Prediction Strategy

The proposed transient stability prediction strategy consists of online and offline parts. During the
offline procedure, the database is collected by time-domain simulation, which contains all possible
operation conditions. The rotor angle and voltage magnitude are used as the input attributes, and
the trajectory cluster features are calculated. The RELIEF algorithm is then used to sort a candidate
set of features that are closely related to the transient stability status. SVM is utilized to establish
the transient stability predict model. Then, AUC is used to evaluate the performance of the models
constructed on different candidate features. An optimal feature set GTCFS can then be filtered out.
Finally, the SVM predictor is established based on this GTCFS. In online application, the input data are
generated similarly to the offline process, and the input data are put into the classifier trained by the
offline process only if the GTCFS does not change. Otherwise, the GTCFS is recalculated using the
the mixed information extracted from the real-time responses and the simulation database. Therefore,
there is a feedback loop to update the GTCFS during the online procedure. The overall process of the
proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 3.
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3. Results and Discussion

The experimentation performed in this work can be divided into two parts. First, the proposed
filter–wrapper selection approach is applied to obtain an optimized SVM-based classifier with the
minimum number of input features. The model is trained with only the selected features. Second,
the validity of the proposed approach is tested against a set of simulation datasets to evaluate the
performance and generalization of the proposed transient stability prediction strategy.

3.1. Database Generation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed transient stability prediction method, a New England
39-bus system is used. The diagram of the system is shown in Figure 4.

The data required to train the classifier are generated through offline dynamic simulations using
the power system analysis software package (PSASP) and the integrated power system analysis
platform developed by China EPRI [36]. The contingencies consider four fault types (LG, LL, LLG,
LLL) in three locations (at 10%, 50% and 90% of the length) on each transmission line. The fault
duration time is set to 0.08 s, 0.1 s, 0.12 s, 0.14 s, and 0.16 s for all the contingencies. Considering the
action of backup protection, additional fault clearing times are considered, such as 0.2 s, 0.24 s, 0.28 s,
and 0.32 s. All faults are cleared by opening the faulty line. The above contingencies are repeated at the
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base load level. The system has 34 transmission lines in total, so 3672 simulation cases are generated.
In addition, different load levels (base load minus 20% and 10%, and base load plus 10% and 20%) are
considered, and two random transmission lines are assumed to be faulted under each load level to
generate an additional 864 cases. Thus, a total of 4536 simulation cases are generated, and for each
case, the post-contingency variation of the generator voltage magnitude and rotor angle are recorded.
All the simulation cases are used as training and testing data. A class label is assigned to each case
according to the index set in PSASP. For each case, the simulation is performed for three seconds. If the
difference between any two generator rotor angles exceeds 360◦ at the end of the simulation, then this
case is assigned as “unstable”, and the corresponding label is “−1”. Otherwise, the case is stable, and
the corresponding label is “+1”.
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3.2. Training and Testing Datasets

The training and testing datasets are described in this section. Two training datasets are used to
construct the proposed SVM models for rotor angle and voltage magnitude inputs. These datasets
are obtained from the simulation cases described in Part 3.1. The number of cases in the training and
testing sets is determined according to the proportion of the two kinds of samples. There are 3447 stable
cases and 1089 unstable cases. Thus, we randomly select 2619 stable samples and 828 unstable samples
to form the training set; the remaining 828 stable samples and 261 unstable samples are used as the
testing set. There are two main parts in the Results section. In the first part, the proposed GTCFS
feature selection approach is presented based on the basic database, which contains all 4536 samples.
In the second part, to evaluate the proposed SVM model, some testing datasets are generated to
validate the generalization capability of the proposed approach in transient stability prediction.

3.3. Feature Extraction, Selection and Test Results

The database contains all 4 fault types. Thirty consecutive samples (0.5 s) of each generator
rotor angle and voltage magnitude after fault clearing were recorded for the SVM inputs. There are
3447 stable cases and 1089 unstable cases that contain all fault types. The training and testing cases
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are randomly chosen from the whole database, and the proportion is consistent with the two classes.
Therefore, there are 2619 stable cases and 828 unstable cases in the training data, and the testing data
have 828 stable cases and 261 unstable cases. Then, 27 trajectory cluster features (shown in Table 1) are
calculated in the feature extraction stage. The data obtained from this process are normalized in the
interval [0, 1] for the application of the proposed approach.

3.3.1. Filter Feature Selection Procedure

As mentioned above, we want to determine the minimum number of input vectors used for the
classifier for computational efficiency, while maximizing the amount of key information. Therefore, we
focus on two aspects: the number of sampling cycles and the number of features in the subset. First, to
investigate the effectiveness of different scales of input data in the feature selection procedure, several
time scales of input sampling data are considered: 10 cycles to 25 cycles in increments of one cycle.
Then, the feature selection results are systematically analyzed. Moreover, experiments are conducted
to determine the difference between using rotor angles and voltage magnitudes as the input variables.

First, the threshold τ in Algorithm 1 here is set according to statistical experience. By applying
the RELIEF algorithm, a ranking of weights of the 27 features in ascending order is obtained. Then,
the values are normalized to [0, 1]. Based on the concept of confidence intervals in statistics, a 95%
confidence level represents a high probability event. Thus, the weight value represents the amount
of information that a certain feature contains among the whole feature set. Then, if the cumulative
proportion of the weight value that some features contain reaches 95%, these features possess the
maximum “information” of the whole feature set. These mentioned features can be considered the
most important features. Figure 5 shows that the green highlighted bars represent the feature weights
that account for up to 95% of the whole cumulative weight values.

According to this hypothesis, the threshold τ is obtained as follows: the normalized weight
values, which are sorted in descending order, are cumulatively summed. Meanwhile, the proportion
of the cumulative value in all the weight values is calculated, and the calculation is stopped when the
proportion reaches 95%. The weight of the features calculated using the RELIEF algorithm represents
the degree of importance of the feature; thus, the cumulated features can be considered to be more
important than all the features and the threshold τ is the corresponding normalized weight value
when the cumulative calculation is stopped. For simplicity, only four cases, 10, 15, 20 and 25 cycles of
sampling data are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 shows that there are many features in the candidate subsets after using the RELIEF
algorithm, which might cause difficulties when establishing a classifier model. Therefore, the candidate
subsets are further decreased. The AUC evaluation method is used to determine the optimal set of
selected features. If we take a deeper look at Figure 5, it can be seen that the ranking of the selected
features may change for different numbers of the sampling cycles. However, the features identified as
the most relevant are nearly identical. The same result occurs for the voltage magnitudes. Thus, for
a particular input variable, when the database is generated, the optimal set is uniform. In this study,
we called this optimal set the GTCFS.

3.3.2. Wrapper Feature Selection Procedure

First, the multiple feature subsets of rotor angles are examined. The dataset is almost the same as
the database shown in Figure 5. The only exception is that the sampling cycles examined here are 5, 10,
15 and 25. The candidate feature subsets reduced by the RELIEF algorithm are used as the inputs of
the prediction model. Then, an ROC curve is drawn for the prediction mode. Each sampling cycle
case corresponds to one stability status prediction result. The AUC statistics of the ROC curve are then
obtained. By changing the number of features in the candidate subset, the variation in the AUC for
different sampling cycles are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 shows that for all cases, AUC increases as the number of features grows. Once the
feature number reaches eight, AUC shows minimal variations. In other words, the performance of the
prediction model stops significantly improving beyond models trained with the eight most relevant
features. Take the 25 cycles case for example; the first eight features are F15, F8, F12, F11, F13, F2, F23,
and F18. Therefore, those eight features form the optimal subset of a certain database. For the TSA
problem, these eight features form the GTCFS. Similar results are obtained for the voltage magnitudes.
The AUC statistics are shown in Figure 7. If the rotor angles are used as the input vectors, the first
“eight” features mostly contain “Envelope” and “Dispersion” features; in contrast, if the voltage
magnitudes are used as the input vectors, most of the features are related to the “Arithmetic mean”
and “Lower envelope”. The GTCFS is consistent with the transient stability phenomenon, namely,
from the perspective of the rotor angle trajectories, when the variation of the clusters shows rapid
divergence (reflected by a relatively large value of “Dispersion”), the system is unstable. From the
perspective of the voltage magnitudes, when the voltage drop is sufficiently large and more difficult to
recover (reflected by a relatively large value of “Lower envelope”), the system is unstable.

Furthermore, although the GTCFS is obtained, the scale of sampling cycles should also be
considered. The models are trained using these 8 features, and the performance of the classifiers can
be evaluated using two indexes: accuracy and AUC. More simulation results are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows that the prediction accuracy increases as the scale of sampling cycles grows, and
both are similar for the two different input variables. While it is clear that the voltage magnitudes
perform better than the rotor angles, for the voltage magnitudes, the accuracy remains at approximately
99% with little improvement when the number of the sampling cycles increases to nine. However, for
rotor angles, the accuracy increases to greater than 99% as the number of sampling cycles increases to
sixteen. Therefore, based on the calculated GTCFS, 9 cycles of voltage magnitude data could be used
as the input vectors for the prediction model; in contrast, if rotor angles are used as the input variables,
at least 16 cycles should be used.

To determine whether the trained SVM models with 8 optimal features are similar to those with
27 features, we use the accuracy and AUC to evaluate the SVM confidence score for four random
subdivisions of the reference dataset. Each subdivision is the same size as the datasets mentioned
above, that is, there are 3447 cases for the training sets and 1089 cases for the testing sets. The results
are listed in Table 2. The whole dataset contains of 25 cycles. The proposed GTCFSs for a certain scale
of sampling data have similar classification performance to the complete dataset. This reduction in the
number of features and sampling cycles results in significant savings of computation burden, memory,
and other requirements, which means the generated model shows desirable performance.
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For each experiment, the time costs of computation are recorded simultaneously. The computational
time can be divided into four parts: time for dataset preprocessing, time for feature extraction, time for
feature selection and time for SVM model construction and validation. For simplicity, these consecutive
process times are named T1, T2, T3 and T4. The results are shown in Tables 3 and 4, which show that for
the rotor angles cases, the processing time for the total dataset is 34.19 seconds, while for GTCFS, it is
30.52 seconds, 11% computation time reduction. For the voltage magnitudes cases, the processing time
for the total dataset is 86.24 seconds and 23.93 seconds for GTCFS, a 72% reduction in computation
time. If the proposed GTCFS-based method is applied to a large power system consisting of hundreds
of generators and thousands of buses, the processing time would be reduced by a substantial amount.

Table 2. Results for the accuracy and area under the ROC curve (AUC).

Training and
Test Group

Rotor Angles Voltage Magnitudes

GTCFS Set Total Feature Set GTCFS Set Total Feature Set

Acc 1(%) AUC Acc (%) AUC Acc (%) AUC Acc (%) AUC

1st 98.35 0.999

100 1

99.08 0.9998

100 1
2nd 98.44 0.9989 99.36 0.9997
3rd 98.71 0.999 98.99 0.9997
4th 98.26 0.9992 98.90 0.9996

Mean 98.44 0.999 99.08 0.9997
1 Acc: Accuracy.

Table 3. Processing time for the total dataset.

Training and
Test Group

Rotor Angles Voltage Magnitudes

T1 T2 T3 T4 Sum T1 T2 T3 T4 Sum

1st 0.05 5.93 - 28.07 34.05 0.04 5.97 - 80.83 86.85
2nd 0.05 6.25 - 26.95 33.24 0.05 5.88 - 80.27 86.20
3rd 0.05 6.03 - 28.00 34.08 0.05 6.18 - 79.19 85.42
4th 0.05 6.09 - 29.24 35.38 0.04 6.07 - 80.40 86.51

Mean 0.05 6.08 - 28.07 34.19 0.05 6.03 - 80.17 86.24

Note: There are no feature selection procedures for total the dataset; Units: seconds.
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Table 4. Processing time for the GTCFS set.

Training and
Test Group

Rotor Angles Voltage Magnitudes

T1 T2 T3 T4 Sum T1 T2 T3 T4 Sum

1st 0.05 4.57 21.33 3.54 29.48 0.04 3.18 15.50 5.11 23.83
2nd 0.05 4.56 20.51 3.35 28.46 0.04 3.36 15.77 5.17 24.34
3rd 0.04 4.54 24.30 3.74 32.63 0.04 3.31 15.77 5.16 24.28
4th 0.04 4.47 23.70 3.30 31.51 0.04 3.38 14.68 5.16 23.26

Mean 0.05 4.54 22.46 3.48 30.52 0.04 3.31 15.43 5.15 23.93

Units: seconds.

3.4. Model Generalization Performance

3.4.1. Impact of Topology Changes

To verify the robustness of the proposed approach, the prediction method is tested under several
topology changes. Three scenarios are considered: (1) The transmission line between Bus 3 and
Bus 18 is out of service; (2) The transmission line between Bus 22 and Bus 23 is out of service; and
(3) The transmission line between Bus 25 and Bus 26 is out of service. The contingencies considered
are the most serious fault and three-phase to ground fault at 50% of the length of each transmission
line. The fault duration times are 0.08 s, 0.1 s, 0.12 s, 0.14 s, and 0.16 s (approximately 5 to 10 cycles)
for all contingencies. All cases are performed under the base load conditions. Therefore, a total of
165 cases are generated for each situation. Each situation forms one test set, and the training set is the
previous 4536 simulation cases. We test the proposed approach using the rotor angles and voltage
magnitudes. The two input variables are computed in parallel, and the better model performance is
used as the final result. The test results are shown in Table 5.

All three prediction accuracies exceed 95%. The AUC statistics remain at a relatively high level.
If the amount of historical data is sufficiently large, based on repeated experiments, the ideal prediction
accuracy can exceed 98%. Therefore, the proposed method can successfully predict the transient
stability even when the network topology is changed.

Table 5. Results of the prediction effect for unknown topology.

Scenarios
Stable Case Number Unstable Case Number

Prediction Accuracy (%) AUC
Actual Predicted Actual Predicted

Scenario 1 141 141 24 22 98.79 0.9994
Scenario 2 127 126 38 32 95.76 0.9758
Scenario 3 127 127 38 32 96.36 0.9816

3.4.2. Impact of Load Level Changes

Taking the 3672 sampling data at the base load level as the training set, the other four load level
scenarios are taken as the testing sets (80%, 90%, 110% and 120% of the base load level). There are
216 cases for each scenario. The model performances are listed in Table 6. The test results indicate
that the proposed algorithm has good generalization ability for transient stability prediction under
unknown and untrained load level conditions.

Table 6. Results of the prediction effect for an unknown load level.

Load Level Prediction Accuracy (%) AUC

80% 93.52 0.9999
90% 99.07 0.9997

110% 90.74 0.9978
120% 81.01 0.9901
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Close inspection of Tables 5 and 6 shows that the proposed approach has strong generalization
ability for transient stability prediction for unknown and untrained topologies and load levels, and not
all the online contingency models have to be obtained. GTCFS can represent the global characteristics
of the trajectory clusters of large disturbances in the system. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is
robust, is not constrained by the trained topological structure and load levels of the network, and does
not suffer from heavy relearning pressure.

3.4.3. Prediction Based on Incomplete WAMS Information

The WAMS system transmits real-time information from the generator to the system dispatch
center, which requires the support of a wide-area high-speed communication system. Therefore, in
practice, due to a malfunction in the communication channel, the time-domain response information
may be incomplete. In previous studies, transient stability prediction based on all generator
information can fail under these conditions. In this paper, even if some of the generator information is
missing, the global trajectory cluster features can be recalculated. Some tests have been conducted
under conditions of incomplete WAMS. To simulate the case of incomplete information, we assume
that one or more trajectories in the test sets are randomly missing. The proposed predicting model
performance is carefully examined under these circumstances. The database utilized here is the same
as was used in Table 2. The test results are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Statistics of the prediction for incomplete WAMS information.

Missing Number
of Generators

Stable Case Number Unstable Case Number Prediction
Accuracy (%) AUC

Actual Predicted Actual Predicted

0 828 825 261 249 98.62 0.9961
1 828 825 261 247 98.43 0.9948
2 828 823 261 243 97.89 0.9943
3 828 820 261 245 97.78 0.9942
4 828 821 261 245 97.89 0.9955
5 828 819 261 242 97.43 0.9931

Table 7 shows that if part of the generator information is missing, the prediction model
performance is still satisfactory. The accuracies are all greater than 97% when information is missing
from less than 5 generators. Thus, in practice, the proposed transient stability prediction method
could maintain perfect performance as long as the key generators’ information is obtained. Therefore,
the proposed method has the advantage when incomplete WAMS information is available, and it
significantly improves the robustness of the transient stability prediction model.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a data-mining technique is proposed to predict power system transient stability.
First, trajectory cluster features are defined and extracted from the generator’s post-fault rotor angle
and voltage magnitude trajectories. A hybrid filter-wrapper feature selection approach is designed
to determine the most relevant features among the 27 initial candidates using the RELIEF algorithm.
Through this approach, 8 cluster features are identified as the most important to construct an RBF-SVM
classifier with a confidence score for the simulation dataset. The ROC analysis showed that the
SVM models trained with the 8 proposed features have similar behavior to those trained with the
complete set of features. This reduction in the number of required features can lead to important
savings in preprocessing time, memory, and other computational requirements, independent of the
system scale, which is important in real-time TSA. Finally, to evaluate our approach, we analyzed
the generalizability of the SVM model trained using the proposed GTCFS for a collection of several
unknown circumstances. The proposed stability classifier based on SVM and GTCFS shows excellent
prediction accuracy with high computation efficiency, strong generalization ability to unknown load
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levels and topologies, independent of the system scale, and great robustness to incomplete WAMS
information. However, this paper mainly focuses on the relevant feature extraction using a binary
SVM model. In the near future, multi-category techniques should be studied to improve the prediction
accuracy under critical stability cases, and the stability degree information should also be obtained.
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